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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Emphasis here is on a mastery of the basics; no pictures and text are spared to ensure that

stitchers clearly understand the material needs and the more than 22 stitches, a broader array than

the regular running, couching, and lazy daisy varieties. A dozen or so projects are

presented...including a shopping list for...embellishments and a paragraph or two filled with ideas.

These pages are meant to instruct and inspire.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€•Booklist.
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A few steps up from traditional embroidery, stitching with silk ribbon requires a deft hand and a

designer's eye. Ciotti provides readers with a great deal of visual stimulation as well as step-by-step

instructions, although occasionally an awkward English translation can slightly derail the flow of

directions. The emphasis here is on a mastery of the basics; no pictures and text are spared to

ensure that stitchers clearly understand the material needs--such as ribbons, fabrics, and

needles--and the more than 22 stitches, a broader array than the regular running, couching, and

lazy daisy varieties. A dozen or so projects are presented in a generic fashion, including a shopping

list for, say, nightgown embellishments and a paragraph or two filled with ideas. These pages are

meant to instruct and inspire, not to be slavishly followed. Barbara JacobsCopyright Ã‚Â© American

Library Association. All rights reserved

Text: English (translation) Original Language: Italian



One of the most beautiful, instructional and most complete book on Silk Ribbon Embroidering I have

seen. The illustrations and techniques are amazing and I am so very happy that I chose this book.

There are books for the beginner with very limited stitches and flowers and they are very helpful as

not to over power the beginner but I believe that a beginner would get so much from this book. This

book takes you from beginner to a more advanced level. If I could only have one Silk Ribbon

Embroidery book, this book would be my choice, hands down. The author, Donatella Ciotti has the

art of silk embroidery up on a level of "Masterful". This book is one which I would recommend to

anyone who is thinking of taking up this beautiful, delicate art form. The book contains everything

such as, listing and illustrating all the materials in which you would need, the different ribbons,

needles, fabrics, just everything in this one remarkable book. A big "thank you" to both the author,

Donatella Ciotti and  for bringing this book to all of us who love the art of Silk Ribbon Embroidery.

This book is great for a beginner or advanced needle artist. It's my "go to" book to get ideas, etc.

This book is absolutely great and extensive on instruction, ribbon and fabrics. This is probably the

only book you will need to get your started and keep you stiching.
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